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ABSTRACT 

Evidence for three new particles observed in the Crystal Ball 
detector is presented. The first particle, at 3592 MeV, is seen in- 
clusively in y transitions from +', and is thus a candidate for nl 
The other two, at 1440 and 1640 MeV, are best seen in exclusive de- 
cays of + involving a prompt y, and are thus candidates for bound 
states of two gluons. Detailed reasons are presented to support the 
contention that these states are distinct from previously observed 
candidates such as E(1420). Alternative hypotheses are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The search for new particles or states in data from the Crystal 

Ball has been concentrated in three sectors: (1) the detection of 

the remaining unseen members of the charmonium family--below charm 

threshold, such as the JPJ, n, and J-J; (lJSo and 2JSo); (2) the 

search for new states X below the + which appear in + + yX, where X 

can include qq or gg resonances as well as more complex objects; 

(3) the search for states with open charm in the continuum above the 

+". Of these three, the search for the gg states is clearly of 

greatest theoretical significance, but is also inherently most 

ambiguous experimentally. In this report, we present evidence for 

states found in categories (1) and (2), and show that the spin- 

parity analysis of the objects X lends some credibility to the gg 

hypothesis. 

After a brief discussion of the detector, this report considers 

the candidate for q'. 
C 

It then summarizes the findings on the two 

new states in $ + yX. Because the interplay between theoretical 

prediction and experiment has been remarkably close for this chan- 

* Supported in part by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03- 
76SF00515, and by National Science Foundatio.-. Grant PHY79-16461. 
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nel, we then present a historical digression outlining this inter- 

play l 
The report proceeds with an overview of the detailed analysis 

of f'he two new states. Finally, the theoretical interpretation and 

alternatives are explored. 

II. THE DETECTOR 

The Crystal Ball is a fieldless, segmented spherical shell of 

NaI(TR) surrounding chambers having charged-particle tracking capa- 

bilities. The detector, built and operated by the Crystal Ball Col- 

laboration,l is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1. A detailed de- 

scription of the apparatus is given elsewhere;2 for the purposes of 

this discussion there are several salient parameters. 

I meter m No1 

0 SPARK CHAMBERS G 

Fig. 1. Schematic cutaway view of the Crystal Ball Detector. 

(a) 'Ihe good energy resolution for photons is a well-known at- 

tribute of this instrument. At E 
Y 

= 100 MeV, the error of oE c + 4 

MeV is crucial for the inclusive observation of +' + yni. Less 

well-known is the point that the energy resolution at E = 1000 MeV, 
Y 

oE = 
2 30 MeV, is also crucial for inclusive observationof ,+ + yX 

if X is in the range l-2 CeV. 

(b) The Crystal Ball can overconstrain events for exclusive 

analysis. For an all-neutral final state (with the neutrals shower- 

ing electromagnetically) we have a 3C fit -- the vertex position 

along the beams is an unknown. For additional nonshowering charged 

particles, one constraint (energy) is lost per particle but the 
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vertex constraint is regained. One constraint is added for each 

intermediate mass (such as n or IT') hypothesized to be present in 

the 'Yinal state. Typical exclusive states from the Crystal Ball 

will be 2C, 3C and 5C. Combined with the angular resolution for 

y cue = 1 to 2') and charged particles (06 = -3 to lo), the 
Y G 

exclusive states often have substantially better mass resolution for 

the new particles than do the inclusive searches. 

III. THE r,' c CANDIDATE 

Following the discovery3 of a candidate state for n, in the in- 

clusive y spectra from IJ,' and I$, a further search for the transi- 

tion +' + ynk was made with the same Crystal Ball data. These data 

were subjected to refined pattern recognition cuts developed subse- 

quent to that discovery. The familiar strong photon lines caused by 

transitions +' + yxo 1 2 and xl 2 -f y+ dominate the distribution. 

Small but statisticail; signifiiant bumps appeared at photon ener- 

gies of 638 MeV (the previous candidate for +' + n,y) and at 

- 90 MeV. This latter peak motivated additional data .runs at +' 

which brought the total number of +' produced in the detector to 

1.78 x 106 (2 5%). Figure 2 shows the spectrum of inclusive photons 

from the additional data, which is abut 50% of the total. The 

effects mentioned recurred in the new data set. The insets show the 

background-subtracted fits to the total data sample. Table I 

TABLE I 
Parameters of nc and ni candidates from inclusive fits. 

<E > 
Y 
M 

r 

Significance 

BR($' + y + state) 

638 f 4 MeV 91 + 1 -MeV 

2978 2 4 MeV 3592 k 5 MeV 

12.4 + 4.1 MeV < 9 MeV (95% C.L.) 

70 4.4 to 6.1 u 

(.28 + .08)% (0.2-1.3)% (95% C.I.) 
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Fig. 2. Inclusive photon energy spectrum from j,' + yX for the most 
recent half of the data sample. Insets are the background sub- 
tracted signal from the entire data sample. The probable underlying 
term diagram is included. 

summarizes the parameters of the states gleaned from these fits. 

Note that for the candidate nA(3592) two types of background sub- 

traction were performed. The inset shows the least restrictive tech- 

nique, in which the background polynomial is allowed to attempt to 

fit the bump. Another method fits the background polynomial alone 

to the region excluding the peak (74-100 MeV) and then constrains 

the background to this result for the subtraction and subsequent 

peak-fitting. The statistical significance of the peak grows from 

4.4 to 6.1 s.d. for this change in technique as expected if the 

background "robs" the peak in the former method. The natural full 
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width at half-maximum for this state is not measureable with our 

resolution, but is < 9 MeV (95% C.L.) in either fit. This is in 

contrast to the n,, where our best value from combined fits to J/ and 

IjJ' is r = 12.4 + 4.1 MeV. 
rlC Given that this n'c candidate seems statistically significant, 

the effect must be checked for the possibility that it is system- 

atic. An investigation of such possibilities has been reported by 

Porter,4 wherein details can be found establishing that 

(1) There are no systematic effects in the spectra of 

charged particles, either real or fictitious, which can feed 

into the photon spectrum through the misidentification of a 

charged particle as a neutral. 

(2) There are no obvious exclusive channels, such as 

J,' + ITOT'+ or modes appearing in the y-distribution through 

misidentification, which produce a spurious y line at 

T-- 90 MeV. 

(3) Checks to test for unknown systematics yield null 

results. These tests include a parallel identical inclusive 

analysis of j, and also internal consistency checks on +' 

which look for the signal in data subsets divided with 

respect to geometry and time. 

Our conclusion is that the n,'c candidate is fully on a par with 

the previous n candidate, insofar as the I+ ' inclusive photons are 
C 

concerned. It lacks the useful complementary evidence from an al- 

ternative spectrum (as for II, + n,y) and as of yet lacks totally ex- 

clusive final states which could confirm it and give quantum number 

determinations. 

There has been one previous reference5 to a possible n'c state 

near this mass, measured in the cascade reaction 

‘+’ IC + Yrl’ . 

The Crystal Ball cascade analysis, 6 while quite sensitive to sup- 

pressed reactions (such as $' + IT'+), saw no evidence for nl in the 

cascades. Independently, we have now measured BR(+' + y + 3592) = 
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0.2-1.3% (95% C.I.). The expected n' width (2 1 MeV) and the rate 
C 

for.*nr + y$, obtained from scaling from our observed +' + ncy, 

permit a determination of BR(Y' + ynr)BR(nl + y+) < 10-b. This 

product is unobservable in any experiment done thus far. It does 

not appear that our present n: candidate is related to the former. 

IV. NEW STATES FROM $ DECAY 

Two new states have emerged from the study of $ + yX, with sub- 

sequent exclusive decay modes of X. We have named the two states 

1(1440) and e(1640). A list of the properties of these states as 

derived from Crystal Ball data is given in Table II. 

TABLE II 
New states from I& decay. 

Name l(1440) e(1640) 

tis s 

T (intrinsic) 

1440 + 2o 
- 15 

MeV 

70 + 2o - 30 MeV 

1640 2 50 MeV 

22(j'+ 100 
- 70 MeV 

JPC o-+ (99.99% C.L.) 2* (95% C.L.) 

Observed Decay Mode 1 + 6(980) + TI 

Ii& 

0 + r7rl 

BR(+ + y + state, (4.0 + .7 t 1.0) (4.9 f 1.4 + 1.0) 

state + observed decay) x 10-S x 10-q 

These properties distinguish the states from previous ones of simi- 

lar masses assigned to q{ nonets. As such, the new states satisfy 

the minimal requirement to qualify as bound states of two gluons, 

but that assignment is not unique. We will discuss alternate 

choices. 

Some scepticism is in order concerning gluonia candidates 

because of the large number and variety of (a) states available in 

particle spectroscopy and (b) gluonia states predicted by various 

theoretical models. In simple terms, the chance for coincidences is 
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large. A good deal of our enthusiasm for these latest candidates 

stems from their appearance in a particular place judged a priori to - .w> 
be a possible cornucopia of gluonia states. We now digress to give 

a sketch of the history of such speculations. 

Speculations on Gluonia 

The following is not meant to be an exhaustive survey of all 

inputs to this subject, but should indicate at least the general 

course of events. The earliest reference to the idea of gluons 

bound to gluons occurred almost simultaneously with the concept of 

the non-Abelian group structure of the field quanta, long before OCD 

in its modern form emerged. A self-coupled gluon suggests gluon- 

only bound states, and references to such were made early by Nambu 

(1966), Fritzsch and Gell-Mann (1972), Wilson (1974) and many 

others,) in context with various theories. The first specific 

prediction for the two-gluon channel in + decays was made for the 

idealized case of completely noninteracting gluons by Chanowitze 

(19751, who considered the process $ + ygg + all hadrons. This was 

calculated as if the ygg were virtual and the y disappeared in the 

final state, but the transition ygg + hadrons was taken as unit 

probability. The effective result was the large branching ratio 

I-(+ + vga> %2= 107 
r(+ + gag;> = 5 as ' 

Okun and Voloshing (1976) 

I.0 I 

showed independently that 

the process + + ygg should LA? 
5 0.5 

be identifiable by the 

unique spectral distribution 

of the real y (Figure 3), 

which contains most of 
0 

0 0.5 1.0 
the rate at large IO-81 2E Y/v ,,P1/\1 

x = Ey / 1/2m6. Fig. 3. The spectral distribution 
for the photon expected in I$ + ygg, 
with gluons massless and noninter- 
acting. 
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The realization that the real y could probe the gluon-gluon 

mass_spectrum appeared in a work by Brodsky, et al.10 (1977), where 

the x- and angular-distributions of the y for noninteracting gg from 

T and + + ygg were con- 

sidered. [That the $ is a 
1 Color octet likely place for such bound 

states to appear is clear from 

Figure 4. It shows that in the 

1 
Color singlet : 

potentially samples standard 3-gluon decay of + (a 
gg moss spectrum 

IIP,A, color singlet), any two pluons 

Fig. 4 Color combinations possi- cannot be in a color singlet 

ble for two gluons in $ + 3g and because they need to combine 
+ -+ Y2P. with the remaining gluon (a 

color octet) to form the +. In the process II, + ygg, however, the pg 

are forced to be a singlet because the y is colorless, and thus the 

y potentially samples the gp mass spectrum of real particles.111 

Brodsky made this explicit by showing how a gg-resonance would 

appear in the inclusive y spectrum (Figure 5). Even more specula- 

tively, Koller and Walsh12 (1977,1978) presented independent argu- 

ments that the high-x end of $ + ygg would be greatly suppressed and 

would consist largely of pi + y(q<)resonant such as + + yn, yn', 

Yf l 
At very low x they expected the prediction for ygg to be 

correct. At intermediate x they speculated that bound gg states 

could greatly distort and modulate the y-spectrum. Figure 6 is 

derived from their earliest , , i / I I I 1 

paper (the scales have been 2- 

modified for comparison with 

Figures 3, 5, and 10). One !A! 
dx 

must keep in mind that experi- 

mentally these photon signals 

will appear superposed on a 

much larger rapidly falling 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

y . 1. x ,,Y 1 / 
background from 71' decays. Fig. 5. Modulations of the inclu- 

sive y energy spectrum in I+ + ygg 
expected by resonances in gg. 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
k y x=- 

IL t1 Eb .>".A, 

Fig. 6. A nonquantitative prediction of sup- 
pressions and modulations of the inclusive y 
energy spectrum in + + ygg. Masses assigned 
to bumps are only to illustrate the approximate 
x-region and have no deeper significance. This 
plot is derived from the source, not reproduced. 

A large number of predictions of various types has followed 

these early papers. One in particular (Bjorken 1979)13 deserves 

mention, being as explicit a prediction as ever appears, given that 

it predicts an approximate mass, the best production and decay 

channels, the rate, the background and even the specific detector. 

We reproduce it here: 

"But an even more interesting question is what lies 

beyond. If narrow gluonium states dominate in the 

region from M = 1.4 GeV to M = 2 GeV, they should 

provide w 30% of all radiative decay modes. The y-ray 

energies are 1 CeV, and probably badly buried in con- 

tamination from TO decays. A 2% y-ray energy 

resolution corresponds to a resolution in gluonium 

mass of order 30 MeV. It may be unrealistic to try to 

resolve any gluonium lines by measurement of the 

recoil y-rays alone -- even using Crystal Ball -- and 

reduction of background by looking for exclusive 

gluonium decay channels may be needed. Here one might 

try for some of those involving neutral decays, e.g., 

n* But it will be difficult. A scenario appropriate 
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for the Crystal Ball might be 

_> + + y + gluonium 112% 

L 

L :, "1 

1% 

YY 38% x 38% = 14% . (5.7) 

The net signal is - 7 events/l06 decays, even with a 

rather generous branching ratio assumed for the nn 

decay-channel." 

Initial Experiments on I$ + ygg 

With this theoretical motivation, experimenters were looking 

for these specific features after each was predicted. J. S. 

: 

I I 
QCD 

+ 

QCD 
edictlon 

1000 1200 1500 

Ey (MeV) 1 IPIA? 

Fig. 7. The unsubtracted high-x 
end of the spectrum + + yX (data 
points) (SP-27). The histogram 
is the lowest order OCD predic- 
tion with and without the pro- 
cess $ + ~~opo (which is 
indistinguishable from ypo). 
The arrows indicate where n' 
and f' would produce y's, for 
the purposes of scale. 

Whittakerl‘+ (1976) first 

attempted to see the high-x peak 

in + + ygg in the Mark I data, 

with an inconclusive result. 

Another attempt to measure the j, 

end point spectrum was made by a 

small solid-angle, high resolu- 

tion NaI detector at SPEAR 

(SP-27).15 While no 71' back- 

ground subtraction was possible, 

it was shown (P. Moore 1978)16 

that the sharp high-x peak 

expected had not materialized. 

Figure 7 shows this result and 

indicates the equivalent limit 

as < 0.05 (95% C.L.) that an 

unmodified theory would need to 

hide the effect in the 71' tail 

above x = 0.8. 

The first indication of a 

nonvanishing rate for II, + ygg 

came from the Lead-Glass Wall 

detector (Ronan, et al., 
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I ’ I ’ I I 1 1978).17 Figure 8 shows the 

broad, indistinct signal after 

subtraction. The shape was 

deemed consistent with the 

I was 2 to 6% (0 < x < 1). 

I I I I I I I _ Evidence for a contribution over 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

XY 
that previously measured for 

4194AZO 

Fig. 8. The ro-subtracted high- 
+ + y(q~)resonant was cited. 

x end of the spectrum $ + yX This result was quickly followed 

(Lead-Glass Wall). The solid by a Mark II analogous measure- 
line is a fit to the lowest 
order CCD calculation, while the ment (Scharre, et al., 1979)18. 

dashed line is that part of the Figure 9 shows that even with 
rate attributable to known 
channels of j, radiative decay. poor photon resolution, the 

greatly improved statistical 

precision rules out the high-x peak originally predicted in 

I$ + ygg. However, the branching ratio (3-5% above x = 0.6) is not 

in disagreement with theory. These two experiments showed that the 

prompt y's exist, but that the simple OCD calculation had to be 

modified -- a conclusion easily accepted by theorists who were 

beginning to see large second-order corrections appear in related 

calculations. 

When the Crystal Ball data 0.4 

on the 1~ 0 -suppressed high-x in- n ' ' ' ' ' ' 
elusive y spectrum became 

available19 (1979), it was 

clear that the prompt y signal 

was rich in structure (Figure 

10). Bumps were clearly visible 

at y energies corresponding to 

radiative transitions to n, i 7s X 1.ir. 

1?‘, and m = 1450 MeV, with 

hints of effects elsewhere in 

Fig. 9. As for Figure 8, except 
for Mark II data. 
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Fig. 10. The unsubtracted high-x 
end of the spectrum 11 + yX from 
early Crystal Ball data (summer 
1979). Ihe particle names along the 
top of the graph serve as scale 
markers, not as assignments of 
hypothesezo bumps in the spectrum. 

the spectrum. Work to find 

exclusive channels in JJ, 

decay culminated in the 

detection by the Mark II 

(Scharre, 1979)20 in 

II, + yK'K;nT, by the Crystal 

Ball (Aschman, 1979)21 in 

$, + yK+K-no and possibly in 
+- 

$ + YT 'II rl* Figure 11 shows 

the Mark II result, where 

the KfKznS clearly resonate 

near 1440 MeV, with a strong 

suggestion that KK are 

resonant at 6(980). 

In response to these 

data, Chanowitz, Donoghue et 

al., and Ishikawa22 (1981) . 
have independently proposed 

that this reaction could 

be23 $ + y(gg)1440 instead 

of $ + yE(1420), where 

E(1420) + K*K has long been 
- +t assigned to the qq 1 nonet on the basis of its spin determina- 

tionz4. The crucial test (among others) is a spin-parity determina- 

tion of the object seen in $ decay. 

The Crystal Ball detector has been taking more data at the +, 

roughly doubling the data sample -- the total sample is now 
6 

2.17 x 10 $. We now continue with a discussion of the.new states 

seen in these IJ, decays. 

Crystal Ball Results on + + yr(1440) 

The updated Crystal Ball result for + + yK+K-no for the entire 

data sample is shown in Figure 12. The shaded events are those 

with m < 1.125 CeV, i.e., those likely to be associated with the 
KK 

tail of 6(980) (the central value of 6 is below KTi threshold). The 
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MK, K+-,T (GeV/c2) 

1. The invariant Ks~'nT f-l 

1 I I I 

r 

Ir 
mass spectrum from the reaction 
q, + yKsKfTT (Mark II data). 

" 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

The spectrum with a detected y "' 
MK+K-To (GeVI 1 rni‘ 

. 
is given in (a) and with no Fig. 12. The spectrum analogous 
such restriction in (b). to Figure 11 for the entire data 
Crosshatched spectra correspond sample from the Crystal Ball. 
to a mass cut on mK K+ which 

selects K,K' associzted with 
S(980). 

corresponding inclusive y distribution is shown in Figure 13. The 

width of I in the inclusive distribution should be dominated by the 

energy resolution on the y, whereas the exclusive fit reduces the 

resulting error on m 

T:i MeV. 
1 

to a negligible level compared to the natural 

width of 70 Table III shows the comparison of these errors. 

The ambiguity between E(1420) + K*K and l(1440) + 6~ is illus- 

trated by examining the Dalitz plot for this decay for 1(1440), 

Figure 14. Decay into K*K would produce bands as shown, while decay 

into 6~ would populate the region of KE masses from the kinematic 

boundary up to the Ki? mass cut chosen. The latter hypothesis looks 

more consistent with the data, but limited statistics and the proxi- 

mity to the boundary of the K* bands obscures the in.-erpretation. 
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TABLE III 

Resolutions for Inclusive and Exclusive $ + yX. 
h 

1 0 

M 
X 1440 MeV 1640 MeV 

rX 70 MeV 220 MeV 

k 1212 MeV 1113 Mev 
Y 

'k (detector) + 29 MeV t 27 MeV 

ok by TX) + 16 MeV + 59 MeV 

y ( aM 
in a single 

> 2 62 MeV 
X unfitted event 

f 51 MeV 

oM ( in a single 
fitted event 1 - + 20 MeV - t 20 MeV 

X 

The ambiguity can be resolved by a complete partial wave 

analysis of these data. For added details of this ana-lysis see 

Scharre. 25 The analysis is 

RECOIL MASS (MeVI carried out using four coherent 
2000 I 500 IO00 

30 , , , , / , , , / I II 1 partial wave amplitudes 

9-81 

together with a noncoherent 

phase space amplitude: 

4J + YX 
x + l&l (phase space) 

6°n0 (spin 0) 

ti"lro (spin 1) 

K*X + i?**K (spin 0) 
800 1200 I600 

EY (MeV) 4181Ai K*K + K*K (spin'l) . 

Fig. 13. The spectrum analogous While these amplitudes do not 
to Fig. 10, but from the entire 
Crystal Ball data sample. Some 

exhaust all possibilities, they 

background-suppressing cuts serve to clarify the likely 
applied in Fig. 10 have not been 
used here. alternatives. The result of 
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Fig. 14. The Dalitz plot for the 
decay I -f K& for the total 
Crystal Ball data sample, with 
1.4 < m < 1.5 GeV. 
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the fit to the data is 

shown in Figure 15, where 

the significant amplitudes 

are displayed. Only 

60To (spin 0) shows any 

resonant form near the bump 

observed in m 
KX7T. 

The 

total contribution of 

K*i + it*K is less than 25% 

(90% C.L.) and is non- 

resonant. In order to gain 

a feeling for the relative 

probabilities of these 

amplitudes, if one ampli- 

tude (plus phase space) is 

to explain the distri- 

bution, fits were made 
. 

Fig. 15. The m 
-K+K-IT" 

dependence of the surviving 
partial wave amplitudes for 
1 + K&T (Crystal Ball data). 
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with 6'~' ( p s in 0) and K*z + z*K (spin 1) separately. The fits give 

the"probability that K*E (spin 1) can explain the data to be only 1% 

of that for the 6'~' (spin 0) hypothesis. Alternatively, if the am- 

plitude is forced to be 6'~' + phase space, the probability for spin 

1 is only 10m4 of that for spin 0. The competition among these 

hypotheses is illustrated by the mKK and mKT Dalitz plot projections 

in the I mass region (Figures 16 and 17) together with their 

I I I I I 

\J/ 

Phase Space 

\ 

(a) 

(b) 

1.2 
MK+K- (GeV) 

Fig. 16. Projections in m 
K+K- of the K+K-no Dalitz plot for 

(a) 1.4 < m < 1.5 GeV and 

(b) 1.5 < mK+K-no < 1.6 GeV. 
K+K-no 

, I I I 

(0) 

K* Alone 41 

i i 

i i 
8 Alone i ! 

(b) 

0.6 0.8 1.0 
I(1 "I M,, (GeV) 4,,,4ti8 

Fig. 17. Projections in 
m similar to Fig. 16. 

KTTO 
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complementary plots outside this region. Figure 16 shows that the 

fit needs a 6 to achieve the low mass Kit excess and Figure 17 shows 

that the fit cannot tolerate K* alone, which causes too extreme a 

peak in m 
KIT 

. Both curves show that a significant change in shape 

occurs in the K& mass region adjacent to the I. The conclusion to 

which all of this analysis points is that the 1(1440) is a O- state 

decaying mainly via 6~. As stated in Table II, the branching ratio 

product is 

B($ + yl)B(~ + K%r) = (4.0 I! .7 + 1.01 x 10-S , 

where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. 

The decay I + nxx, for which there was some indication in the 

preliminary data, has not yet been quantified in the present sample. 

It might be expected from the decay 6 -f nr, but the information on 6 

decays is not definitive enough to permit a meaningful prediction. 

Crystal Ball Results on $ + ye(1640) 

A search for gg bound states decaying into nn was- begun immedi- 

ately following Bjorken's suggestion.13 After accumulation of the 

sample of $ discussed above, an effect was visible in the channel 

+ + 5y, a 3C fit. Figure 18 shows the invariant mass of any two y's 

plotted against the invariant 

mass of any two others (15 com- 

binations per event). Signals 

corresponding to $ + ynn and 

$I + yTT"?To are seen, with a large 

background that is mainly com- 

binatorial. The 5y events 

are fit to the hypothesis 
. '.... .:. . . . . : + + ynn (5C) and the invariant 

0 I I I I I I I I 1. 
0 0.5 1.0 mass of nn is displayed (Figure 

881 Myy (Gel’) 4164A11 19). An enhancement emerges at a 
Fig. 18. Scatterplot of m 

Y-Y mass of 1640 MeV with a large but 
vs m for all fifteen co&' 

bina:rons of y's from J, + 5y 
(Crystal Ball data). 

uncertain intrinsic width of 

220+loo -70 MeV. Table III 
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I I I I I I I 

I.2 I .6 2.0 2.4 
M,,,, (GeV) 8, 

19. The invariant mass 
spectrum of nn pairs from fitted 
Crystal Ball events of the type 
qJ + yrln- The solid curve is the 
sum of a Briet-Wigner term and a 
small constant background term. 

illustrates that although the 

precision in the energy of the 

photon and the fitted mass are 

very similar to the case for 

the 1(1440), the natural width 

of this object dominates the 

expected width of the 

transition y-line in the 

inclusive y spectrum. This 

broadening makes it harder to 

see, and indeed we see no clear 

evidence of this state in the 

total inclusive sample (Figure 

13) unless it corresponds to 

the broad excess to the left of 

the visible 1(1440) peak. The 

inclusive y distribution of 5y events alone also shows no peaking at 

the expected k 
Y 

= 1113 MeV, but the nny mode is expected to be 

statistically inundated by background. 

We have named this candidate state e(1640) in a thinly veiled 

attempt to acknowledge the acuity of the motivator of the search, 

and as the only rational alternative to the unacceptable name B/J. 

The state has been searched for in other channels, with no sub- 

stantial result. In the channel $ + ~'x', where the dominant 

~'71' effect is at f"(1270), there is a suggestion of an effect at 

1640 (Figure 20). Interpreting all the events above f" in this 

region as signal leads to an upper limit BR($ + ye) BR(8 + xn) < 

6 x 1T4, which is clearly not restrictive given that 

BR($ + ye)BR(e + nq) = (4.9 I? 1.4 t 1) x 10-k is found in the other 

channel. 

A spin-parity analysis of the + + ynn events has been made.25 

Bose statistics restrict the low value spin states to O+ + or2. The 

three independent angles used in the fitting procedure are shown in 

Figure 21. The procedure was verified by applying it to the 

1c + Yf 
0 0 0 

+ yn TI state, where it excludes spin 0 by an enormous 
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Fig. 20. The mass spectrum of 
xoTlo from fitted Crystal Ball 
events, including the most 
common ones where the x0 is not 
distinguishable as 2 y's and 
thus does not appear in the 
previous set $ + 5~. 

e+ 
7 

ATT 
e- 

8(1640) 

Fig. 21. Definition of angles 
used in the spin-parity 
analysis of the 8(1640). 

factor; we note that much of 

the significance of this exclu- 

sion was developed from the 

fitted 8 -8 -4 correlations. 

The same procedure applied to 

q, + ye yields the result that 

Probability (0 is spin 0) 
Probability (e is spin 2) 

= .045 

plus some constraints on param- 

eters of the spin 2 angular 

distribution. This two 

standard deviation result may 

also come from correlation 

effects, but it appears that an 

extremum of the case distri- 

bution suffices to ezplain the 

preference for spin.2. (Figure 

22, lcosenj = l), This result 

makes the spin determination 

somewhat less compelling; a 

cleaner determination must 

await more data. 

Plausible Theoretical Inter- 
pretations of the New States 

The establishment of a 

bound state of two gluons would 

impose severe restrictions on 

the dynamics of OCD; it is thus 

prudent to examine alternatives 

to this interpretation of I and 

0. Table IV lists only a few 
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Z 
w 

2 

0.9 0.95 1.0 distribution expected for 
spin-O, the solid line for 

5- 
spin-2. These expectations 
include the effects of 
finite resolution and detec- 
tor efficiency. The inset 

0’ shows the distribution 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 within the bin, .9 to 1.0. 

I cc% I 

candidate theories in which 0 -+ and 2 ++( ++) or 0 objects appear, 

but even these few show the intrinsic ambiguity of their assignment. 

In the Jaffe and Johnson bag model,26 the 1 would be their 0 -+ 

glueball predicted at 1290 MeV, while the 8 could serve as either of 

their 2 * glueballs predicted at 980 and 1590 .MeV, or as the similar 
+!- . 

mass 0 objects (if we ignore our preliminary spin determination). 

The bag (Jaffee)z'j also predicts q<qq objects: a 2 
+t at 1650 MeV and 

+t 
a 0 at 650 MeV; we cannot exclude these. 

The physically appealing model (valence gluons paired by color 

magnetism) of Cho, et al.,28 predicts a 0 -+ (3Po) state which can be 

adjusted to fit r(1440) exactly but then has only 60% gluonic con- 

tent. The prediction for the 2* (5~~) glueball also has a free 

parameter but is expected with mass 1.7-2.0 GeV, a broad width of 

a 100 MeV and 80% gluonic content. In this scheme the 0 

glueball might be the S*(980). 

++- (lSo) 
This theory mixes the 94 and gg 

resonances markedly and has specific predictions for the.ratios of 

J, + (qq)y and + + (gg)y for particles of similar spin-parity. 

Finally, an alternative explanation for I is as a radial exci- 

tation of q<, from which Cohen and Lipkin predict 0 -+ objects at 

1280 and 1500 MeV. 

Table IV by no means exhausts the possibilities for assign- 

ments, but even so the experimenters have an unenviable task: they 

must find canaidates for all hypothesized nonglueball states and 
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TABLE IV 
Plausible Theoretical Interpretations 

of the New States in +-decay. 

State O++ 

Model Bag, Color &, Bat?, 
Jaffe & Johnson Cho et al. Jaffee 

Nature of State (TE12 or (TM)2 1s GkG 
glueball gluebOa 

Predicted Mass 960 or 1590; 980; 650; 
and % glue 100% 70% 0% 

Correspondence ? S*(980)? ? 

State O-+ 

Model Bag, 
Jaffe & Johnson 

Color A, 
Cho et al. 

Cohen & 
Lipkin 

Nature of State (TE) (TM) 
glueball 

3Po. 
plueball 

q; radial 
excitation 

Predicted Mass 
and % glue 

1290 
100% 

tuned to 1440; (a) 1280; (b) 1500; 
58% 0% 0% 

Correspondence 1(1440)? 1(1440)? 
(a) ~nn(1275)?, 

Stanton 
(b) 1(1440)? 

State 2++ 

Model Bat?, Color "K, 
Jaffe & Johnson Cl-10 et al. 

Bat?, 
Jaffe 

Nature of State WI2 or (TM)2 5s q:qTi 
glueball gluetall 

Predicted Mass 960 or 1590; - 1700 (r N 100) 1650; 
and % glue 100% 80% 0% 

Correspondence 8(1640)? 8(1640)? 0(1640)? 
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have a few candidates left over, or must resort to poorly predicted 

val_ues of masses, widths and relative branching ratios to try to 

eliminate incorrect theories. The appearance of these strong + rad- 

iative transitions, as predicted only for glueballs, must remain the 

most compelling feature of these data. 

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Resolution of the above dilemmas lies in multiple directions of 

research. 

(A) More data on q, + yX must be gathered to affirm the 

2++ assignment for the 8(1640) and to look for more candi- 

dates. 

(B) A search for different exclusive decay modes of the 

states already found should be made, in present and future 

data. 

(C) A better understanding of the background and sys- 

tematics of the inclusive y distribution from $, especially 

for high-x y's, would aid in extracting the predicted branch- 

ing ratios l/n, n'/n, e/f, f'/f that would constrain many 

models. 

(D) A precise measurement of T + -yX should be made to 

see if there is the predicted recurrence of the set of states 

seen in J, + yX. A second appearance of this strange 

assortment (by qq standards) would be a powerful argument 

that the set is a direct result of sampling the color singlet 

state of two gluons. 
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